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4 | ABOUT

HISTORY
FREOR’s activities date back to 2000, when a company, engaged in the renovation of used commercial refrigeration
equipment, was set up in Vilnius, Lithuania. The first FREOR
branded refrigerated cabinet was produced in 2005. Since
then the company has invested into two manufacturing
plants, diversified its product range, expanded into new
markets, and gained recognition for its commitment to
quality.

ABOUT US
FREOR LT is an internationally operating manufacturer of commercial refrigeration equipment
for any type of store. From discounters to
supermarkets and hypermarkets, we offer our
clients a broad range of products, including
remote and plug-in cabinets, serve-overs and
freezers, designed to increase the sales of food
products. Our competent local partners in more
than 20 countries provide expert support and
service for the products we supply.
FREOR is headquartered in Vilnius, Lithuania
and owns two modern production plants,
which are conveniently situated for logistics
purposes - facilities in Vilnius, Lithuania
(18 000 m2) and Belarus (10 000 m2). FREOR’s
high quality standards are certified by the
ISO 9001 (quality management), ISO 14001
(environmental management), and ISO 50001
(energy management).

INNOVATIONS
To meet our cutomers needs, we continually invest
into solutions, which enable our clients to reduce
their energy consumption and limit environmental
impact. We develop new refrigeration technologies,
enabling the achievement of excellent refrigeration
efficiency by using lower amounts of F-gas,
employing low GWP natural „green“ refrigerants,
which do not have any negative impact on the
environment, such as CO2 and propane R290.

PHILOSOPHY AND VALUES
FREOR’s philosophy is reflected by company’s slogan
Thinking Green. It stands for sustainable and responsible
business culture, focusing on the environment, energy
efficiency as well as innovations and high-quality
manufacturing requirements. Taking responsibility for our
environment, we manufacture and highly promote the
use of “green” natural refrigerants driven refrigeration
equipment. Reducing CO2 emissions, this equipment
helps contribute to the preservation of the nature.
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JUPITER | JUPITER LOW FRONT
Jupiter is a large capacity multideck, providing an excellent presentation for any product put
on display. Thanks to extensive options of cabinet configurations and accessories, Jupiter
is an ideal solution for each store type and for each product range. Its powder coated, zinc
plated metal (1.4 mm thickness) construction serves as a guaranty for durability. Balanced
cool air circulation between the shelves ensure the perfect preservation of merchandise. Dual
air curtain technology helps save energy. Can be ordered as an open version for a high sales
turnover or with glass doors focusing on energy efficiency. Night blinds available for reduced
energy consumption. The cabinet is multiplexable, can be joined into rows or form a separate
island.
Jupiter Low Front is a modern design spacious multideck with a reduced front height, suitable
for the display and sales of various food products. It features high footprint productivity thanks
to big storage capacity and large display area. Jupiter Low Front helps boost sales in any store
or supermarket as it offers great product visibility while ensuring increased space utilization for
merchandise placement. It has all the best features of Jupiter, including a variety of accessories
for greater functionality.

Jupiter

Jupiter Low Front
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JUPITER BACK LOADER | JUPITER ROLL-IN
Jupiter Back Loader is a container type refrigerated cabinet specially designed for integration
with cold rooms and therefore comfortable to load from the back. It is easily operated and
allows displaying and storing of top-selling products in the cabinet directly on pallets and/or
trolleys. Back lifting mechanism allows easily add or replace products and gives merchandisers
additional flexibility.
Jupiter Roll-In offers high floor space utilization. This refrigerated multideck modification has
a large capacity and is able to accommodate huge loads. Its liftable front panel allows quick
and easy stocking of products when on trolleys or euro pallets. It serves as a perfect solution
for the display of goods that undergo frequent rotation, so it saves a lot of your time.

Jupiter Back Loader

Jupiter Roll-In
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JUPITER VISION | JUPITER VISION ROLL-IN
The elegant and open ergonomic design of the Jupiter Vision provides perfect visibility,
making products on display the main priority of visual impact. Its compact canopy lighting,
panoramic sidewalls and cascade shelving (optional) guarantee perfect visibility from every
angle. Jupiter Vision features wide-open display area and is suitable for the preservation and
display of dairy products, prepacked meat and delicacies. Optional specific construction of
shelves with boxes in Jupiter Vision F&V model provides the best way to display fruit and
vegetables in a vertical approach.
Jupiter Vision Roll-In – a fruit and vegetable display cart merchandiser with the inclined
position frame to display the produce in the best way. Wheels give this display case the
mobility and allows to roll it to the desired place for produce loading.

Jupiter Vision

Jupiter Vision F&V

Jupiter Vision Roll-In
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CALISTA
A robust design spacious refrigerated multideck with a high front and mirrors for a long-range,
eye-catching effect. The new open refrigerated multideck Calista is specially designed to
attractively present fruit and vegetables to your customers and keep them fresh for longer.
Mirror effect enhances the impression of product profusion and freshness.

Calista
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NEPTUN
With its small footprint, Neptun multideck was designed to meet the needs for an extremely
narrow exposition depth. It fits into any store architecture and is a perfect solution for the
display of various product types. Even air circulation between the shelves ensures the ideal
preservation of refrigerated merchandise. Reduced refrigeration load. Neptun can be
multiplexed to obtain lines of various lengths.

Neptun
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MERCURY
This low profile plug-in multideck refrigerator is an eye-catching, compact solution to display
merchandise. Banners for branding or promotional campaigns can be installed as an option.
Its wide temperature range provides for optimal storage of dairy products, meat, fruit and
vegetables. Mercury can be located behind the counter as an additional cabinet for storage.

Mercury
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PLUTON SPACE
The modern elegant Pluton Space self-service showcase has a wide and comfortable reach.
It provides an outstandingly clear view of the products thanks to its new design frameless
bent glass doors, which also feature soft closure. Wider display shelves increase load volume
by 15%. Perfect for the display of dairy products, drinks, deli products, fruit and vegetables.
The cabinet is multiplexable, can be joined into rows or form a separate island. Available in 5
different basic lengths.
FREOR has developed a special refrigerated autonomous semi-vertical Pluton Space Island,
an innovative and “naturally green” plug-in solution, using propane R290 as a coolant
(international patent pending). Thanks to its modular design that permits to choose a desirable
display layout and optimize the utilization of floor space, this semi-vertical self-service cabinet
allows meeting the needs of various format stores.

Pluton Space

Pluton Space Island plug-in
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PLUTON FLOWER | PLUTON F&V
A plug & play Pluton Flower is designed for the sale of cut flowers, which are one of the
most short-lived products. Since the flowers must be kept in coolness to remain fresh longer,
Pluton Flower provides stable optimal temperature range +5…+8 ˚C to preserve them. The
stylish external lighting perfectly illuminates and accentuates the attraction of the flowers to
stimulate impulse buying. The wheels give the mobility to this refrigerated display cabinet.
An autonomically operated Pluton F&V is a perfect compact solution for the exposition of fruit
and vegetables at your store. The optimal thermal conditions at all points of the refrigerator
ensure maximum freshness. Pluton F&V features easy access for cleaning and service, mobility,
a light structure and is pleasant to the eye, yet sturdy. Its external lighting perfectly enhances
the display of goods.

Pluton Flower

Pluton F&V
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URANUS FLOWER | URANUS
Specially designed to store cut flowers at optimal thermal conditions, the small footprint
autonomous Uranus Flower can be placed anywhere in the store. This floral cooler offers the
perfect combination of elegance, style, and functionality. A temperature range of +4 to
+6 °C ensures a long-lasting freshness of cut flowers. Its outside lighting enhances the natural
colours of flowers and helps to prompt impulse buying.
Uranus is an eye-catching, compact plug-in display cabinet, designed to display merchandise
in places with limited floor space. It is a welcome find when hunting for a quick snack. The
cabinet can be placed in the most crowded shopping areas or next to the cashier stations to
stimulate impulse purchases.

Uranus Flower

Uranus
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DIONA S LG | DIONA S HG
This refrigerated counter with its smooth rounded glass ensures the perfect display of any kind
of fresh food. The harmonious and stylish design of the counter accentuates the attractiveness
of products. Ventilated circulation of chilled air provides even cooling. High glass or low glass
design - according to your needs. Diona S can be multiplexed to obtain lines of various
lengths. It is an ideal solution for each store type, small shop or hypermarket, to put your
products in the spotlight. A variety of accessories make the counter highly customizable to suit
all customers requirements. High glass or low glass design – according to your needs.

Diona S LG

Diona S HG
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DIONA S PASTRY | DIONA S STORAGE | DIONA S FREEZER
Diona S Pastry – this ergonomic and stylish counter was created specially to market and sell
confectionery products. The display deck is a drawer system, which is easy to slide out for
loading and serving without having to reach deep into the cabinet. The counter offers great
visibility and presentation of products. Suitable for cakes, desserts and pastries. Low glass
design Diona S Pastry LG for self-service available.
Diona S Storage is a functional serve-over counter with an additional drawer for product
storage. It offers additional storage capacity within easy reach and provides an optimal storage
environment for meats, poultry and other products. The harmonious and stylish design with
smooth rounded glass underlines the attractiveness of products displayed.
Diona S Freezer is a negative temperature serve-over counter for the display of frozen
food. Additional glass packets help keep products at the right temperature and ensure their
preservation. Diona S Freezer can be multiplexed to obtain lines of various lengths. Combined
with other Diona S range serve-over counters, this freezer is an ideal solution for any type of
store or food market.

Diona S Pastry

Diona S Storage

Diona S Freezer
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DIONA S H1 | DIONA S H2 | DIONA S DD
Diona S H1 and H2 models are multi-level self-service counters that provide maximum
visibility for the products displayed at the customer’s eye level. Available in two heights (H1,
H2) with two to three display levels and several lenghts, this display case is an attractive and
efficient option for retail stores. Multiplexable with other Diona S counters.
Diona S DD - this unique product is designed to sell both fresh and pre-packed food products.
The upper deck of the Diona S DD is a serve-over counter while the lower deck is for the
display and self-service of packed or ready-made food products. This curved glass doubledecker counter provides more space for attractive product display than a regular one, so it is
suitable even for small space grocery stores or food markets.

Diona S H1

Diona S H2

Diona S DD
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DIONA QB LG | DIONA QB HG
The combination of classic cubic design and outstanding visibility makes Diona QB serveover counter an ideal choice for any product range. The model provides all the features
needed every day in a serve-over counter – a wide display surface for optimized merchandise
placement, and a wide range of lighting and accessories. Accurate technological solutions
guarantee the perfect preservation of food products. Also available in a self-service version.

Diona QB LG

Diona QB HG
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DIONA QB PASTRY | DIONA QB STORAGE | DIONA QB FREEZER
Diona QB Pastry - a cubic design ergonomic and functional serve-over counter for patisserie
products. It has a wide display surface for optimal visibility. With a display deck as a drawer,
equipped with trays, this model is an ideal choice for the sale of sweets and cakes. Low glass
design Diona QB Pastry LG for self-service available.
Diona QB Storage - a cubic design serve-over counter with an additional refrigerated
drawer, which offers more storage space for your products. Drawer seals in cold air, keeping
temperatures consistent and ensuring food safety. Insulated thermal-efficient display counter
ensures optimum efficiency and preservation.
Diona QB Freezer – a freezer counter with an additional glass pack, designed to store and sell
frozen products. Great for frozen meat, fish and packed frozen products. Classic, simple lines
and wide display surface makes it an ideal choice for any store format. A multiplexible device,
looks unanimously when used with other Diona QB range counters.

Diona QB Pastry

Diona QB Storage

Diona QB Freezer
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DIONA QB H1 | DIONA QB H2 | DIONA QB DD
Cubic design Diona QB H1 and H2 multi-level counters for convenient shopping. With the
additional rows of shelves at the eye level of the customer, this self-service counter helps
display merchandise attractively for your customers. Multiplexable with other Diona QB
counters. It also ensures energy efficiency and guarantees optimum food preservation.
Diona QB DD is a functional cubic design double decker for the display of both fresh and
ready-made food products. The customers can easily self-serve with packed groceries from the
lower part of the counter without waiting for the sales personnel, which results in an improved
shopping experience and increased sales in the deli food product category. Suitable for any
kind small shop, food market or supermarket.

Diona QB H1

Diona QB H2

Diona QB DD
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VEGA S LG | VEGA S HG
Refrigerated serve-over counter with tempered liftable front glass for shops and supermarkets,
where the style of the equipment matches its functionality. The rounded panes of tempered
glass and tasteful additional colour elements provide a pleasant visual effect for the food
displayed. Vega S is perfect for the display of meat and fresh fish, cheese, salads, delicacies
and pre-cooked food. It features easy access from front and back and has a wide range of
accessories. High glass or low glass design – according to your needs.

Vega S LG

Vega S HG
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VEGA QB LG | VEGA QB HG | VEGA QB H2
The serve-over counter Vega QB with modern and functional design looks great for both
large and small area shops. Selective tilt-down or lift-up front glass protects against fogging.
Improved product technology with built-in evaporator and fan in the back of the counter
makes it easy to clean and tidy it. Vega QB uses a reduced evaporator, which results in lower
energy consumption. This compact serve-over counter is great for presenting milk, cheese,
fish, meat, pre-cooked food and bakery products.
Vega QB H2 – a cubic design multi-level counter for convenient shopping. With the additional
rows of shelves at the eye level of the customer, this self-service counter helps merchandise
be clearly visible from every angle. Multiplexable with other Vega QB counters. It also ensures
temperature reliability for optimum food preservation.

Vega QB LG

Vega QB HG

Vega QB H2
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ELISA S | ELISA QB
Elisa is an elegant refrigerated cabinet for upright displaying of patisserie products. The
model has rear sliding glass doors and its stainless steel lower display deck is a drawer system,
which is convenient to slide out for product placement. Wide lower display surface and 3-level
glass shelves provide optimal product visibility. Stylish curved or cubic shape Elisa is a great
choice for the appetizing display of cakes, pies, pastries and other desserts. Suitable for any
format retail stores, bakery shops and canteens. Can be multiplexed.

Elisa S

Elisa QB
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RHEA S
Rhea S is a refrigerated serve-over counter with an additional refrigerated storage capacity
with doors from the back of the counter. With an enlarged display area, Rhea S offers ample
space for the display of merchandise, also a wide range of accessories. It provides stable
temperature performance and optimal storage environment for meats, poultry, dairy and
other products. The harmonious and stylish design with smooth rounded glass underlines the
attractiveness of products displayed and makes Rhea S an ideal solution for any store or food
market.

Rhea S
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IDA | IDA H1 | IDA H2
Our energy efficient plug-in promotional display cabinet with sloped positioning and
ergonomic access to products for convenient customer shopping. Ida is a compact selfservice counter, suitable for a wide range of display requirements, which can be moved easily
and placed in any shopping area to stimulate impulse purchases. Providing 360° visibility, it is
great for displaying special promotions or product launches.
Ida H1 and H2 models are great for impulse or convenience sales, as they offer the ability to
cross-sell on the upper shelves, ensuring stable temperature performance on all levels. The
possibility of single, side by side or back to back layout makes Ida H1 and H2 very versatile
impulse chillers.

Ida

Ida H1

Ida H2
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ERIDA
Erida is a low temperature multideck cabinet, designed for the preservation of frozen foods
at temperatures of -18 to -20 ˚C, and -22 to -24 ˚C. The temperature is evenly distributed
throughout all the inner spaces between the shelves. Large-sized glass panels provide an
outstandingly clear view of the products even from a distance. Anti – condensation foil on
the internal pane reliably prevents any fogging after opening. With quite a small footprint, it
offers a large merchandise display at customers eye level. It is a convenient and cost-effective
solution for any type of store. Multiplexible with other cabinets.

Erida
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DELTA
This combi vertical freezer combines the advantages of both, a chest freezer and a freezer
cabinet. Delta is designed for the display of ice-creams and frozen produce. It has a large
loading capacity, wide display, non heated triple-glazed doors with ergonomic handles, which
feature high thermal insulation and is an energy efficient solution. Glass lids on the chest
results in an extra energy saving. Delta is a powerful sales tool for any layout supermarket. A
wide range of accessories and options available. Multiplexible with other cabinets.

Delta
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HELLA | LEDA | LUNA
The dual-compartment Hella freezer island is ideal for displaying pre-packed frozen foods
and ice creams. Stylish design with high panoramic glass provides maximum visibility of the
merchandise. Available with push or sliding glass lids for reduced energy consumption. Cases
can be multiplexed to obtain islands of various lengths. End-cases can be used to display
special promotions to help enhance merchandising. Superstructures with one or two rows of
shelves with integrated lighting are available – the perfect solution for optimizing sales area.
Leda – smaller freezer island, perfect for furnishing small and medium-size sales areas. Leda has
the flexibility to be used as a single unit or to be grouped together to form lines. Available with
push or sliding glass lids for reduced energy consumption. Possibility to install superstructures
with one or two rows of shelves – they provide an excellent view over merchandise and
optimise sales area at the same time.
Luna – another low temperature display case for frozen food is available with panoramic or
solid side walls. It is a promotion-oriented wall adjacent unit, but also available in back to back
arrangements with end cases. Luna offers high product volume with minimum footprint. Can
be ordered as an open version for high sales turnover or with glass lids which result in energy
saving.

Hella

Leda

Luna
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REPRESENTATIVE OFFICE
FREOR REFRIGERATION, SOOO
Ul. Zadvorenskaja 8,
222666 Stolbtsy, Minsk Region,
Belarus
T: +375171772191
E: info@freor.by

HEAD OFFICE

REPRESENTATIVE OFFICE

FREOR LT, UAB

FREOR PL SPÓŁKA Z O.O.

Motoru St. 6,
LT-02190 Vilnius,
Lithuania
T: +370 5 2329188
E: info@freor.com

Targowisko 469,
32-015 Kłaj,
Poland
T: +48 12 307 22 74
E: freorpl@freor.com

REPRESENTATIVE OFFICE
FREOR RUS, OOO

Freor headquarters

Partners

Sales geography

Representative offices

Proezd Maršala Koneva, d. 28 E, of. 406,
214019 Smolensk, Smolensk Oblast,
Russia
T: +7 4812 686448
E: freor-rus@freor.lt

FREOR LT is not affiliated with Chemours or FREON.

www.freor.com
Innovative food refrigeration solutions for every store!

